A little bit of humor goes a long way
BY LAURA HENDRIX CORBIN
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God’s messenger wears a red clown
nose and crazy eye-popping glasses and
can make you feel better with a simple
sleight of hand.
He’s Barry Nickelsberg, and the funny
man schtick serves the paramedic well
by calming and distracting his patients
as he checks their vital signs.
He catches them off guard by throwing out a friendly hand for a howdy-there
shake, allowing him to check a pulse, feel
for clammy skin, look into their eyes for
signs of medical symptoms, all in an instant.
Nickelsberg puts his patients at ease,
all the while making his job easier.
“I might ask a patient whether he’s experienced any hallucinations. When he
looks at me confused, and says ‘no,’ I turn
away, and turn back with my red clown
nose and say, ‘Are you sure?’ He usually
laughs. He thinks, ‘this can’t be so bad or
this guy wouldn’t be doing this.’ It actually helps him forget for a minute that he’s
really sick or in that much pain.
“Sometimes, the patient wears my
glasses, with the eyeballs on springs, into
the ER. We’ve bonded,” he said.
In case of emergencies – always possible in the life of a paramedic – Nickelsberg stands ready to show off his Sponge
Bob Square Pants sock to a frightened,
injured child, something sure to bring a
smile, “even with grownups.”
If that doesn’t work, he’ll just tug his
Daffy Duck sock out from the top of his

boot.
“I’ll do anything except take off my
clothes to make my patients laugh or
distract them, all the while telling them
what’s happening and what they’re going
to experience.
“In a sense, I love all my patients and I
respect them,” he said. “If my daughter
had an accident, I hope the paramedic
would treat her with respect, dignity,
grace and humor. You can’t teach bedside
manner. It has to come from the heart.”
Whenever he hears the tone at the
Westview-Fairforest Fire and EMS Station, indicating his unit has a call, Nickelsberg knows “someone’s world just took
a right or a left turn.”
He said humor is something he can’t
teach, Nickelsberg said. Rather it’s his
gift – one of his many gifts from God.
The routine – reflecting his real-life
longtime friendship with the real-life
Patch Adams – is just one of Nickelsberg’s
stand-up routines.
An administrator for Sherman College
of Straight Chiropractic by day, he’s a
sign language artist, interpreting primarily musical performances for the deaf by
night. Nickelsberg’s specialty is not simply interpreting words, it’s interpreting
music. He’s done more than 2,000 performances for artists such as Chuck Berry,
Peter, Paul and Mary, Pavarotti and punk
rock acts.
From Carnegie Hall, Broadway and the
Kennedy Center to the Spartanburg Memorial Auditorium, where he interpreted
the All American Boys Chorus performance for 80 Spartanburg deaf students

during Spartanburg Technical College praise and even tears, said Nancy DickFoundation’s AmeriFest this week. He son, executive director of the foundation.
spent 11 years touring and interpreting
“He got them involved in the profor Pete Seeger and Arlo Guthrie.
gram, and when he was signing songs
“I express the words that are being sung like ‘When You Wish Upon a Star’ and
with sign language,” he
‘Impossible
Dream,’
said, “but I incorporate
you could tell he was
dance, mime, facial ex- “Sometimes, the patient
speaking to them, and
pressions, gestures and
wears my glasses, with they responded,” she
express the emotions,
the eyeballs on springs, said.
feelings and rhythm of
Rarely, if ever, does
into the ER. We’ve
the music.”
Nickelsberg rehearse,
He also serves as a
mostly because the
bonded.”
tutor at the South Caroperformers he works
BARRY NICKELSBERG
lina School for the Deaf
with often don’t know
and the Blind, and he
what they’re going to
has worked with Wofford College’s Suc- sing until they’re ready to do it. Still he’s
cess Initiative Program students, who able to keep up.
as part of their classes learn American
Once, he interpreted a “speed rap”
Sign Language and interact with stu- performance that was featured on ABC
dents from the School for the Deaf and News. They had experts at Gallaudet
the Blind.
University, the world’s only university for
He’s also written a number of screen- the deaf and hearing impaired, review
plays, three of which have been optioned, the tape, seeking to authenticate Nickelsone to Showtime, one to HBO and one to berg’s interpretive skills.
Kevin Spacey’s Trigger Productions.
They couldn’t understand the interThe themes consistent through the pretation he provided, until they slowed
projects are coming of age, understand- down the tape. It revealed his interpretaing yourself, your responsibilities to oth- tion was flawless, and he was providing
ers, and understanding other cultures.
four signs a second on his right hand and
The New York City transplant has been four signs a second on his left hand.
in Spartanburg for 22 months, recruited
“I can’t tell you how I do that or how
here to be the vice president for institu- I came to do that,” he said. “God speaks
tional development at Sherman. It didn’t through me. It’s the only answer I have.”
take long for him to fall in love with the
AS SEEN IN…
community and to vow he’ll never leave.
“This is an amazing community. It’s a
‘can-do’ community,” he said.
His performance at AmeriFest brought

UNIQUE APPROACH: Like his friend Patch Adams, paramedic Barry Nickelsberg uses humor to put his patients at ease.
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